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Nova believed that David would turn the tide in three hundred years and save Star Kingdom from the Feather family of the level

9 civilization.

Because she had no other choice but to believe. Star Kingdom was so huge and there were countless living beings. Only David

could save it.

Three hundred years might seem like a long time, but for Star Kingdom, it would fly by.

The six Sacred Saints had already lived for countless three hundred years. So, it was simply unrealistic to expect them to make

a breakthrough in these three hundred years and prevent the invasion of the Feather family.

Therefore, she could only place her hope on David.

If he could not do it, no one in Star Kingdom could.

As David said, when they met for the first time, David was just entering Eternal Realm.

After David left the Iridescent Sect, he started to rise.

In a very short time, he had attained an achievement very difficult for others to reach in a lifetime, leaving the six Sacred Saints

far behind.

Nova looked at the young man in front of her.

Her heart was filled with emotions, and at the same time, she was also full of admiration.

She was one of those who witnessed David's rise.

Very few people in Star Kingdom knew David's true identity.

Apart from David's women and Amadi from Star Mansion, she was the only one.

This was a great honor.

"Nova, did any major events happen in Star Kingdom while I was gone?" David cut to the chase.

He came to Nova mainly for this purpose.

He wanted to see if there were any conflicts between the big forces of Star Kingdom and if he needed to come forward to deter

the major forces and bring peace back to Star Kingdom.

"There were no major events, but there is one big thing about you that went viral recently," Nova replied.

"Oh? About me? What is it?” David became interested.

"David, you'll know what's going on if you go outside now."

"Nova, don't keep me on tenterhooks. The main reason I came out this time is to ask if something happened to Star Kingdom

and whether I need to come forward. Second, I wanted to see Celia and the others. After that, I have to go back to continue my

progress, otherwise, I am not confident to fight the Feather family when they come back three hundred years later. After all, they

are from a level 9 civilization, so it's still a mystery as to what they will do, so we have to make sufficient preparations."

Upon hearing what David said, Nova no longer kept him on tenterhooks.

She told David how he had become everyone's idol after the news spread of him defeating Azul and saving Star Kingdom.

David frowned slightly.

He had always been a low-key person. Moreover, he was used to making moves in silence and did not like to be in the limelight,

let alone become a national idol.

After a moment of silence, David asked, "Who spread this?"

"Not sure." Nova shook her head.

Her strength was too low and she was not even a Saint, so she could not find out about the major events of Star Kingdom.

"Has anything changed in Star Kingdom now?"

"Yes! Since the news of your deeds came out, your portraits and autobiographies have also been published. After I looked at

them, I found that they are all fabricated, but even though they are not in line with the actual situation, they are all praising you.

Almost every young person in Star Kingdom has a copy and they completely regard you as their idol. The whole Star Kingdom

has also started training hard in hopes that one day in the future they can come forward and save their hometown. You know

how youngsters are always so ambitious."

Originally, David wanted to find the person who spread the news.

After listening to what Nova said, he felt it was unnecessary.

He could probably guess who publicized his deeds. It was the head of the Saints Association, Sid.
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